KGH 4200
Ceramic Gas Heater
Art.-No. 23.323.30
The mobile gas heating appliance needs no chimney connection and can be pursued with customary 5-11 kg of camping gas
cylinders. It is planned for the application as an additional stoker in the well ventilated and aired inside area, as well as in the
weather-protected undeveloped outskirt area. The heating power can be adjusted in 3 steps from 1.4 kW / 2.8 kW / 4.2 kW.
Importantly! In Germany the device may be used in well ventilated rooms only with 50mbar interior-gas pressure regulator (2
compression dampings, pressure manometres and thermal protection). This interior-gas pressure regulator is as special
accessory available.
The generally following regulations are valid for the application of the device:
- Only in well ventilated rooms (durable ventilation and ventilation inevitably) or outside use.
- In leisure vehicles, like caravans and campers, do not use.
- In high rise flats, cellars, bathrooms and bedrooms do not use. It may be used in living rooms not as a long-term heating. The
least volume for living rooms amounts to 84 m³, for other rooms 42 m³.
Additional regulations in the given countries of destination are to be followed compelling.

Features
Piezo ignition (1)
Oxygen deficiency assurance
Thermoelectric safety pilot
Pilot light
„Catalytic“ ceramic burner
Gas bottle space
Gas pressure regulator (in Germany only for
weatherproof outdoor area)
Gas hose
4 pcs guide rollers
Powder coated sheet steel housing

Technical Data
Nominal rate Σ Qn:
Gas bottle:
Gas type:

4.2 kW
Camping 5 kg – 11 kg
Propane, Butane or
Propane-Butane-Mixtures
Gas consumption G30 (Butane): 305 g/h
Gas consumption G31 (Propane): 300 g/h
Product weight:
10.5 kg

Country
Code

Category

P(mbar)

AT-DE

I3B/P

50

Gas

Injector (1/100 mm)

G30/G31

51/71

Logistic Data
Net weight:
Gross weight:
Packing dimensions:
Bar code:
Sales Unit:

10.5 kg
12.0 kg
445 x 350 x 770 mm
4006825 547290
1 pc

1

0051
As special accessory available:
Interior gas pressure regulator, 50mbar
Einhell Grey

Art.-No.: 23.323.99
Bar code: 4006825 585735
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